White Mushroom
Growing Kits
Growing Tips:
Keep indoors out of direct sunlight
Ensure a steady temperature
between 14-21°C
Simply keep moist, spraying once
or twice daily.

KEEP ME
BETWEEN
14-21
DEGREES.

WHERE SHOULD I GROW MY KIT?
Locate the kits anywhere within the
home, OUT of direct sunlight,
avoiding radiators and heat sources.
Locate grow kit within a temperature
range of 14-21°C.
With 17-18°C being optimum for
steady growth.
Please note as these kits are all
designed to be grown in the home.
Avoid locations listed below:
l Greenhouses/Garden Sheds
l Airing Cupboards l Conservatories
l Windowsills l Small Cupboards

Your mushroom kit is ready to be activated. The kit
consists of fresh compost, already fully colonised with
mycelium and a bag of top soil. It normally takes 16-24 days to complete the first
harvest. With a little TLC you will have lots of delicious fresh mushrooms to eat.
Your kit is prepared in small batches so they arrive as fresh as possible, they
will carry a shelf life but we strongly advise you use as soon as possible.

Step 1: Remove lids by cutting along the dotted lines (on both lids).
Step 2: Raise side flaps vertically. Roll liner to the height of the flaps and
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Pour the contents of
the bag onto the compost,
spread evenly but maintain
a loose, “bumpy” look, it
should NOT be put on
completely flat.

roll over and down to the crease of the flaps.

Step 3: Open the bag of topsoil and place upright on the kit. Pour 100mls
of water evenly into the bag then leave to soak in for 5 minutes.

Step 4: Pour contents of the bag onto the compost and spread evenly,
ensuring a bumpy, but evenly covered surface, It should NOT be put
on smooth and flat. Take the lid and loosely rest over the top of the
side flaps for 8 days then discard the lid. White growth will begin to
grow on the top soil, this is completely safe and is the mushroom
mycelium. During this time under the lid, you will not need to water.
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Cut along the two
dotted lines, rolling the
liner over the height of
the flaps, then down to
the crease.

DO NOT
PRESS OR
PAT
DOWN.

TIP: Mushroom mycelium appears as a grey/white mould and is quite normal. It is the growth that
eventually feeds the mushrooms as they grow. DO NOT let the mycelium cover the whole surface
before taking away the lid.

Conditions and location: Mushrooms like high humidity, not dry air,
draught free. The top inch needs to be kept moist not saturated. A spray
mister set to the finest setting works well spray as often as needed to
replace lost moisture, usually twice a day but DO NOT over water. The top
soil should remain dark in colour and moist throughout (as picture), DO NOT
allow to dry out. Once mushrooms are growing they may need a bit more
water (if the soil is light and brown, it is too dry).

Harvesting: Pick by gently twisting and pulling the whole mushroom carefully with all of the stalk
attached. Avoid pulling out too much soil and future mushrooms with it. You choose whether to pick
as small, medium, large or open mushrooms but do not let over mature, as generally the sooner you
pick the first crop the better the second pick.

Subsequent Picks: There is about a week between crops, each kit is individual. The larger the
first pick the less for the second and so on. It is very important to pick when ready and to pick the whole
crop. Water the top inch well after first pick to bring moisture level back up and then keep damp until
the next pick is growing, then the watering can be increased.

DO NOT
PRESS OR
PAT
DOWN.
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Spray the topsoil twice
daily, the soil should be
kept dark in colour and
moist throughout.
DO NOT allow to dry
out or to be wet.
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Find an indoor location,
free from draughty
areas and out of direct
sunlight, avoiding heat
sources.
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Place the open bag
of topsoil upright on
the kit. Pour 100mls
of water evenly into
the bag then leave to
soak for 5 minutes.

TIP: Mycelium appears as
a grey/white mould and is
quite normal.
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Take the top lid and
loosely rest on top of
the side f laps for 8 days,
you will not need to
water the kit during this
time, then remove the
lid for the rest of the
process.
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Within 16-24 days your
first crop will be ready
to pick. Pick by gently
twisting the mushroom,
removing the whole
root with the mushroom
and then cut the stalk
to remove the root.

If giving as a gift: If keeping to give as a present, open the postal box and keep the kit between
2 and 8 degrees. The fridge is fine. DO NOT leave it gift wrapped for longer than absolutely necessary.

Truly fresh mushrooms to grow at home

Truly fresh mushrooms to grow at home

FAQ and Troubleshooting
The Whiteness is mycelium and
completely normal.

Even distribution of whiteness.
Ready to remove the
loose top lid.

Liner too low.

Example of the lid being left on too long.

Too much whiteness, lid should
be removed before this.

Shrinkage around the edges
and a light brown topsoil
indicates a lack of water.
Adjust watering to ensure the
topsoil remains a moist,
deep black at all times

WHAT IS INCLUDED
WITHIN THE KITS?

WHERE SHOULD
I GROW MY KIT?

Each kit contains pre spawned
mushroom compost and a
sealed bag of topsoil and full,
double sided instructions.

Locate the kits anywhere
within the home, OUT of direct
sunlight, avoiding radiators
and heat sources.
Locate grow kit within a
temperature range of 14-21°C.
With 17-18°C being optimum
for steady growth.
Please note as these kits
are all designed to be grown
in the home
Avoid locations listed below:
l Greenhouses/Garden Sheds
l Airing Cupboards
l Conservatories l Windowsills
l Small Cupboards

WHAT IS THE WHITENESS
GROWING ON MY KIT?

ONCE GROWING,
WHEN SHOULD I REMOVE
THE LOOSE LID?

Water pooling visible through
viewing window - probable
indication of overwatering.

Liner correct height
rolled over side flaps neatly.

Spray as needed to maintain
this colour, your kit should
remain moist but NOT visibly
wet with pooling water.

FAQ and Troubleshooting

Liner too high.

Cracking on the mushrooms
indicates the environment is
too dry, the light brown speckles
on the top soil indicate the top
soil is not moist enough. Try
to move kit somewhere less
draughty and adjust watering so
the topsoil remains deep black.

If concerned about the progress of your kit, it is important to let us know asap
as we can tweak things if needed to get it back on track quickly.
Please send a photo of the top soil to merryhillmushrooms@live.com

Truly fresh mushrooms to grow at home

This is just mushroom mycelium,
this appears as a grey/white
mould and is quite normal.
It is the growth that eventually
feeds the mushrooms as they
grow. DO NOT let the mycelium
cover the whole surface before
taking away the lid.

The top lid should loosely rest
on top of the side flaps for
8 days. You will NOT need to
water the kit during this
time, then remove the lid for
the rest of the process.

HOW TO PICK

WHEN TO PICK

Whilst supporting surrounding
mushrooms, hold the mushroom
gently at the top and gently
twist and pull to remove the
whole mushroom, including the
root. Cut cleanly at the stem
and discard the root.

You can pick the mushrooms
at the size you want them.
To grow bigger, flat mushrooms
you will have to create space
for them to grow into by
removing the smaller,
surrounding mushrooms.

SETTING UP THE KIT
After you have re hydrated
and applied the top soil loosely
onto the compost. It is important
to keep an eye on your kit and
once the white mycelium
(completely normal and is not
mould) is just showing through,
the lid MUST be then removed
for the rest of the process,
DO NOT leave it on or the
mushrooms cannot grow.

WATERING GUIDELINES
It is essential to keep the top
inch of the kit moist, the top soil
should remain dark black in
colour. Typically spraying twice
daily, it is important to do this
evenly, the harder to reach
corners also need to be kept
moist. Light brown patches/
speckles on the topsoil would
indicate it is getting too dry.

T: 01903 743238
E: merryhillmushrooms@live.com
W: merryhill-mushrooms.co.uk
@merry_mushrooms
merryhill_mushrooms
MerryhillMushrooms

